
Construction of Quorum Sensing System Gene 

Circuit 

 

 

8.7~8.16 

Prepare for genetic circuits construction 

First of all, we transformed the following plasmids which are useful in QS gene 

circuit into DH5α competent cells for replication: 

BBa_k116638, BBa_J37032, BBa_I0462, BBa_R0063, BBa_R0065, BBa_K876009, 

Ba_I6032, BBa_E2050, BBa_k805016, BBa_k1333315, BBa_I13521, BBa_R0010, 

BBa_I0462, BBa_K137019, BBa_I732820, BBa_I1379001, BBa_S03119. 

Then, we isolated single colonies from selective plate, and inoculated a culture of 

about 3 mL LB medium containing chloramphenicol. We incubated the culture for 

12~16 hours at 37℃. 

After that, we took 500 μL culture into 50% glycerol (the volume ratio is 1:1) for 

long-time storage at -80℃. And we extracted plasmids of the 

remaining bacterium solution, storing at -20℃ for future use. 

In order to confirm whether the sequences of these parts are the same as official 

description, we sent all these plasmids for DNA-sequencing. 

Eventually, we chose BBa_S03119, BBa_R0063, BBa_I1379001, Ba_I6032, 

BBa_E2050, BBa_k805016, BBa_k1333315, BBa_J37032, BBa_R0010, 

BBa_k137019 et al to construct and verify our quorum sensing genetic circuits. 

 

8.17~8.29 

Gibson Assembly of DNA fragments 

Firstly, we did PCR of PLPT107 plasmid and part BBa_J04450 to gain mCFP and 

mRFP fragments respectively. Both pairs of PCR primers contain homologous domain 

of each other for Gibson Assembly. And PCR products processed gel extraction for 

purification before storage. 

After that, we did Gibson Assembly of mCFP and mRFP fragments. As the 

concentration of recombinant DNA is too low, we did additional PCR of Gibson 

Assembly products to amplify the amount of recombinant DNA.  

And then we verified the size of products by DNA gel electrophoresis. 

We tried both two-step thermocycled DNA assembly and one-step isothermal DNA 

assembly but we didn’t gain any bands on DNA gel in the beginning. Chances are that 

Gibson Assembly reaction buffer has side effect on DNA polymerase used in PCR. 

Therefore, we added gradient amount of template to decrease the content of Gibson 

buffer in PCR system. 
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As a result, we recombined mCFP and mRFP successfully. 

We also did Gibson Assembly of other DNA fragments such as GFP and lacI& pLac, 

luxI and luxR. But we didn’t get any positive results. 

 

 

8.30~10.20 

Homologous recombination of DNA fragments 

Firstly, we did PCR of different parts to gain DNA fragments such as luxR, luxI, lacI 

and GFP used in QS gene circuits. In PCR, both pairs of primers contain homologous 

domain of each other for homologous recombination. And PCR products processed 

gel extraction for purification before storage. 

After that, we did homologous recombination of DNA fragments and transferred the 

products into DH5α competent cells for repair and replication. 

We isolated single colonies from selective plate, and inoculate a culture of about 3 mL 

LB medium containing chloramphenicol. We incubated the culture for 12~16 hours at 

37℃. After that, we extracted plasmids of the remaining bacterium solution, storing at 

-20℃ for future use. 

In order to confirm whether the homologous recombination of DNA fragments 

successes or not, we verified the size of products by DNA gel electrophoresis. And 

then, we sent plasmids in expected size for DNA-sequencing. 

As a result, we finally constructed the following parts successfully:  
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J23106-luxR, luxPL-tetR, pTet-mOrrange, pTet-luxI, pTet-mOrrange-luxR, hybrid 

promoter-RFP-tetR-luxR.  

 



 

 



 

 


